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KTrade Global Digital Currency Trading
Platform was officially launched in November
2017. Since then, our comprehensive fin-tech
blockchain technology application team has
devoted into providing our users the most
stable, secure and convenient trading environment. With the above mentioned core value and
commitment, the system upgrade this time
aims to bring more benefits to 1) community
operation and 2) system security.

Due to the above
mentioned two points, the
platform has officially changed its
name to KTrade Global Digital Currency
Exchange & Sharing Trading Platform, and
has reduced the trading fee from 0.2% to
0.1%. The whole new platform includes the
following six major technologies: 1) distributed
blockchain, 2) high-speed server node application,
3) professional asset wallet, 4) community sharing
mechanism, 5) innovative and diversified applications and 6) immediate customer service, hoping to
strengthen customer information and asset
security level while at the same time offer the
fastest withdrawing capability among
trading exchange institutes in Taiwan.

KTrade Community
Operation Mechanism
Platform income allocation (Trading
fee profit distribution mechanism)
First in the market to have trading fee 100% rewarded back to KT holders under
the following distribution principle
Distribution according to income, proportionally distributed from time to time
For example, if trading fee income cover BTC, ETH, XRP, NULS, etc., then the
currency distributed will also include BTC, ETH, XRP, NULS, etc.

1. Income distribution is based on cycles
i

ii

The first week of allocation only has 5
days, from July 11th 2018 (00:00,
GMT+8) to July 15th 2018 (23:59,
GMT+8). The first profit allocation date
will be July 16th 2018 (00:00, GMT+8).

For then onwards, each allocation cycle will be 7 days, where
Mondays are allocation days under usual circumstances. The
second cycle will be from July 16th 2018 (00:00, GMT+8) to
July 22nd 2018 (23:59, GMT+8). The second allocation date
will be July 23rd 2018 (00:00, GMT+8).

2. KT holding calculation

For those who wish to be rewarded with
profit, they will need to hold the KT amount for
more than 24hrs before the profit allocation
date is due (which should be up to 23:59 every
Saturday ). The total amount they hold will be
seen as the holding total for that allocation
cycle, and holding proportion will be calculated accordingly where the trading fee profit of
that cycle will be allocated as one-off
payment at 00:00 of the allocation date.
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Right to Vote in KTrade Decision Making Processes
Furthermore, each KT holder is given the right to participate in all the free coin
launch voting activities held by KTrade. Moreover, users who hold more than 1% of
the KT total distributed amount are permitted the right to nominate. The digital
currency that gained most votes after the voting activity is closed will be open on
KTrade for users to trade, every 10,000 KT is equivalent to one vote, so 100,000 KTs
equal to 10 votes, and so on forth. For actual execution of the process and details
please refer to KTrade Community Free Votes of Currency Launch Details.
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KTrade System Security Level Upgrade
Exclusive server technology of BaaSinfra: decentralized cloud server
BaaSinfra combined the most up-to-date blockchain concepts, allowing KTrade trading platform to be
equipped with the most comprehensive data decentralization technology and security protection mechanism.
BaaSinfra has modified the infrastructure between server hardware and software operation, where
server efficiency and communication speed has elevated. By using Q.N. and S.N, fixed floating IP management system was introduced to the node server end, the traditional way of managing servers have been
tremendously upgraded, ameliorating the level of difficulty for hackers to attack the servers. Furthermore,
BaaSinfra provides immediate check and verification on customer traffic packages, so that abnormal packages can be blocked when entering the system. Along with decentralized nodes that are dispersed separately, even if malicious attackers invaded, they will not be able to obtain the location of the node servers. Finally,
in rare occasions where data has been maliciously edited, through verification mechanism of other nodes,
damaged data can be restored.

KT is the digital currency right in adaptation to
the trading platform’s system upgrade and transformation. It provides holders the mechanism to
share profit and operate together ,replacing the
original KCOIN business model. KT holders can
enjoy the platform profit distributed reward, and
holds the right to participate in all free coin launch
voting activities on KTrade. 10,000 KT is equivalent
to one vote, and once the KT holder holds more
than 1% of the total KT distributed, he/she will be
given the right to nominate the vote.

What is KT ?

KT Total Distribution and Allocation Mechanism
The total amount of the KT reissuing this time is 2
billions, with which 1.5 billions will be exchanged with
the KCOIN in the market; 0.4 billion will be kept with the
team for future regular activities and operational use.
The remaining 0.1 billion will go to the fund for community incentives to attract new users to join the
platform and to promote the community’s mining
mechanism.
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KT Community Operation Rewards
(Mining Mechanism)
KTrade will release 10 million KT as the fund to encourage users establish communities
The daily limited amount of 10,000 KT as mining mechanism reward
Each invitation code represents a community group
The leader of the community (the owner of the invitation code) will be awarded KTs accordingly

Allocation
Algorithm

total trading amount of individual communities
X 10,000
KTrade total trading amount

Timeline
2017
Platform preparation stage

Q3

Market research, team building

Q2
Launch platform development
project

Platform upgrade
Platform security and function
reinforcement plan

Q4

Trading platform development
project started

Q1

Brand remarketing
Handling large blockchain activities

2018
The platform is online and the
project is signed

Expand the scope of business services

Q1

2019

Held the blockchain symposium
Signing a service project to
promote development

Q4

Completed project service
performance
Complete the progress of the project
signed in 2018

Brand building, platform
function upgrade
Joined Asia Pacific Blockchain
Development Association, Taiwan
SRO Self-Regulatory Organization
2018 Computex InnoVEX Exhibition
Increase TWDT-ETH transaction,
transaction fee distribution, community mining reward mechanism

Q2

Q3

New platform marketing and
cooperation strategy
Partner alliance international press
conference
Handling lectures
Co-sponsored the Blockchain Application
and Development Institute with the
National Chamber of Commerce

Partners

https://www.ktrade-official.com

